Abstract. This paper is a continuation of [14] , developing the representation theory of finite semigroups further. The main result, Theorem 1.24, states that if the group of units U of a mapping semigroup (Y, S) is multiply transitive with a sufficiently high degree of transitivity, then for certain irreducible characters x of U, x can be "extended" formally to an irreducible character of S. This yields a partial generalization of a well-known theorem of Frobenius on the characters of multiply-transitive groups and provides the first nontrivial explicit formula for an irreducible character of a finite semigroup. The paper also contains preliminary results on the "spectrum" (i.e., the set of ranks of the various elements) of a mapping semigroup.
Introduction. The well-known results of Clifford-Suschkewitch and of Munn
, [14, Section 2] reduce, in principle, the problem of finding the irreducible representations of a finite semigroup to that of finding the representations of its maximal subgroups. However, these results are not in readily usable form. For example, the problem of finding the radical of a semigroup algebra has been solved only recently, and only for the special case of a 0-simple semigroup [14, (2.9 ) and (2.11)]. Most recent research in the field has been concerned with extending Munn's results to infinite semigroups. This paper is an attempt to obtain sharper results for finite semigroups. In particular, we generalize some well-known results about the characters of multiplytransitive permutation groups (1.16-1.34). The main results, Theorems 1.24 and 1.41, state that if the group of units U of a mapping semigroup (X, S) is multiplytransitive with a sufficiently high degree of transitivity, then for certain irreducible characters x of U, y can be "extended" formally to an irreducible character of S. This yields a partial generalization of a well-known theorem of Frobenius on the characters of multiply transitive permutation groups and provides the first nontrivial explicit formula for an irreducible character of a finite semigroup. The paper also contains some preliminary results on the "spectrum" of a mapping semigroup.
We hope that as the character theory of finite semigroups develops, it will have [8, p. 11] . Then sr + p = sr, thus if <p is an «-dimensional representation of S, (pis)r[<pis)p -1] = 0 and hence the eigenvalues of (pis) are 0 or pth roots of unity. By hypothesis, the periods of all the elements are bounded by m and thus for all s e S the eigenvalues of <p(i) are 0 or kth roots of unity, for some k S m. Let x = xif), then, for all seS, x(i) is a sum of at most n kth roots of unity and thus the set {y(í) : s e S} is finite. Now, assume that <p is faithful and irreducible. Then by the Frobenius-Schur theorem [14, (1.20) ] there exist n2 elements sx, s2,.. .,s"? e S such that {9f,(Jie) : 1 èijân, l^k^n2} are linearly independent over K. For s e S, xM = 2 ?>W) = 2 <p"i^)<Pnis).
The right-hand side is a set of n2 linear equations in the n2 unknowns <p"(j), and the rows of the matrix of coefficients being linearly independent, there is a unique solution for the <pi;(i). But y takes on only a finite number of possible values, and hence so does each {py(s) : s e S}. Thus yiS) and hence S is finite. 1.3. Remark. Unlike the group case, the conclusion of Proposition 1.2 does not hold if <p is reducible even if the bound m is 1 as is shown by the following simple example.
Let 5 be the semigroup of all nxn lower strictly triangular matrices over cê. Every element of Sis nilpotent and thus has period 1. The identity map is a faithful «-dimensional representation. Thus all the hypotheses of 1.2 hold, except the irreducibility of the representation. However, S is infinite.
The next result is a generalization of a theorem of Schur which states that a finitely generated torsion group having a faithful finite-dimensional representation is finite [5, (36.2) ].
1.4. Proposition. Let S be a finitely generated torsion semigroup. If S has a faithful finite-dimensional irreducible to-representation <p, then S is finite.
Proof. As in 1.2, the proof is a slight modification of the standard proof of Schur's theorem. The idea of the proof is to get a uniform bound on the periods of all elements of S and then apply 1.2. Let sx, s2,.. .,snbe a set of generators for S. Let E be the field obtained by adjoining to Q the entries of all the matrices (pist), l^i^n.
Thus each eigenvalue of ¡pis) is 0 or a root of unity which satisfies an equation of degree /=deg(«p) with coefficients in E. As in the proof of Schur's theorem (see [5, pp. 252-254] ) there are finitely many such roots of unity, thus there exists a positive integer m such that each eigenvalue of <p(i) is 0 or an wth root of unity. Then S is finite by the proof of 1.2.
1.5. Fact. Let F be a subfield of K. Let J be a regular J-class of S, J°~Jt°{G, A, B, C) and let <p e IRR (G). If<p is similar to an F-representation, then <p~ is similar to an F-representation. such that ç>~(x) = /n. Since this involves only solving linear equations and <p~ is an F-representation, the coefficients of x are from F and thus for all s s S the coefficients of xs are from F. Thus <p~ is an F-representation.
1.6. Corollary.
All irreducible representations of FB(X) are similar to Qrepresentations.
Proof. As is well known (see e.g., [5] ), every irreducible representation of Sfî s similar to a ^-representation and since every maximal subgroup of FR(X) is isomorphic to £fk, for some k, the corollary follows from Fact 1.5.
1.7. Fact. Every Q-representation of S is similar to a Z-representation (i.e., to a representation by matrices over Z).
Proof. The standard proof of the corresponding theorem for groups (see e.g., [6, (4.1)]) goes over without change.
1.8. Remark. It follows from 1.5 and 1.7 that if G is a maximal subgroup of S, then Ig is similar to a Z-representation, thus in particular y(1J) is Z-valued. Further, by Fact 3.13 of [14] , the characters of a combinatorial semigroup have nonnegative integer values. Thus it has been conjectured that the values of y(1g) are nonnegative integers. Let C be the structure matrix of the ß-class of S containing G. The assertion is trivially true if the rows of l*(C) are linearly independent since then by (2.16) of [14] , 1£ = 1%(RM}). However, it is false in general, as shown by the following example. If cpfiRMj) were decomposable, say x/>x © Jj2 ©■ • •© <¡iu then by [2, (9. 2)], <P*iRMj) would have at least / nonnull constituents. But, by Fact 2.14 of [14] , (pfiRMj) has a unique nonnull constituent. Thus cpfiRMj) is indecomposable and hence a principal indecomposable representation.
1.10. Corollary. Let J be a regular /-class of S1, J°~Jt\G, A, B, C) and let q> e IRR (G), then q>*iRMj) is indecomposable. In particular, the action of a right letter mapping semigroup on its distinguished /-class is indecomposable.
Proof. <p*iRMj)\]uFU) is indecomposable by 1.9, thus <p*iRMj) is indecomposable. 1.11. Definition and Notation. (Y, S) denotes a right mapping semigroup (or right transformation semigroup), X=Dn = {\,2,.. .,n}, «^2. For ieX, seS, let i.s = ii)s. For s e S, range is) -X.s = {i.s : i e X}. The rank ofs, denoted by ris), is I X.s\ and mod is) is the partition induced by s, i.e., ix = i2 mod (s) iff ix.s = i2.s. t(í) = |{/£ X : i.s=i}\ is the number of fixed points of i. 5 is null o s does not belong to a subgroup of S. e(s) denotes the unique idempotent among the powers of s.
Clearly, r(sk)^r(s) for all kt 1 and Sx ß í2 => r(sx) = r(s2), thus we may speak of the rank r(J) of a /-class J or r(H) of an J^-class H, which is defined to be the rank of any element of y or H, respectively. Note, however, that two elements of the same rank need not be ^-equivalent. Also, Jx^J2 => for any st eJt, i=l, 2, r(sx)úr(s2).
For se S, let A(s) be the subset of X of highest cardinality such that s\Ms) is a permutation. s\Ms) is called the permutation part of s and is denoted by PP(s).
PP (s) is well defined by the following lemma. Proof. The proof is elementary, and will be omitted. 1.13. Definition and Notation. Throughout the remainder of the section, (X, S) will denote a faithful right mapping semigroup with 1^1=« such that S has an identity element 1 and z'.l =i for all 1 e X. The maximal subgroup U of S containing 1 will be called the group of units of S. (X, U) will denote the group of units of some mapping semigroup (X, S) even when (X, S) is not mentioned explicitly. 1.17. Fact. Let T^S1 with 1 e T and let q> be a representation of S such that «p(l) = /n. Then the number of nonnull constituents of <p is less than or equal to the number of nonnull constituents of<p\T icounting multiplicities).
Proof. Let cpx, <p2,..., <pn be the nonnull constituents of <p (counting multiplicities). Now, q>k\T is not null since 1 e T. Thus <pk\T has at least one nonnull constituent and the inequality follows. has rank 1, #(ls, M) = l.
Given (X, S) and a maximal subgroup G of S, if G contains an element s such that PP (s) is an odd permutation, we define xè '■ G -> {1, -1} by xgCO = sgn (PP (s)). Note that yg is defined only if G contains an odd permutation. We refer to xê as the alternating character of G.
1.21. Remark. As is well known, the irreducible characters of.5^ are in one-toone correspondence with the ordered partitions (Xx,..., Xr) of k where Ai^A2
• • • ^ Ar > 0 and k = 2J-i ^¡>tne character corresponding to (Al5..., Ar) is denoted by xWl.Á,) (see e.g., Littlewood [9] ). If Gk is a maximal subgroup of S of rank k and Gk~yk, we denote the character corresponding to the partition (A1;..., A") of A: by Xk1'*2.Ap>-Given x<Al.Ä'\ the dimension of y(Ai,a2.V is defined to be n -Xx (see Frobenius [7] ).
Our objective is to get information about S from various assumptions about the transitivity of its group of units. We will need the following theorem due to Frobenius [7] : If a faithful permutation group (X,G) is 2A>transitive, then for every irreducible character x of Sfn of dimension ^k, y|G is irreducible.
Tsuzuku [16] has proved the converse of this theorem. Let (X, G) be a faithful permutation group and let k < n/2. If for every irreducible character x of Sfn of dimension k, yJG is irreducible, then (X, G) is 2A>transitive. (The cases k=\,2 have been proved by Frobenius.) Thus in particular (X, G) is 2-transitive oax -1 is irreducible and (X, G) is 4-transitive o (ax-l)(«i -2)/2-<x2 and ^(ai -3)/2-r-a2 are irreducible.
If XWl.V is an irreducible character of Sfn and y(Al.V|c is irreducible, we will denote y(Ai,a2.V|G by xWl.Ap)-For example, given (X, S) and a maximal subgroup G of rank k, if xé is defined, then xâ = Xfc1"'- Remark. The subspace of symmetric tensors in V ®k is not a ATSJ-submodule if S is not a group, hence there is no analog of Fact 1.22 for the symmetric case.
1.23. Definition. Given (X, S), if x is a character of U that can be expressed in terms of the a¡'s we can extend x to an integer-valued function x* on S by using the same formal expression for x in terms of the «¡'s. x* is not, in general, a character of S; in fact, even the restriction of x* to a maximal subgroup need not be a character.
The next theorem states that if the group of units is multiply transitive with a sufficiently high degree of transitivity, then for certain irreducible characters x of U, x* is an irreducible character of S. It therefore provides the first nontrivial explicit formula for an irreducible character of a finite semigroup. Proof. We need the following lemma.
1.25. Lemma. Let (Y, (7) be m-transitive, l=m^n-\, then a. If S contains an element of rank k^m, then for every k-subset AofX,S contains an idempotant whose range is A.
b. If S contains an element of rank k^m, then S contains elements of all ranks rgifc.
c. If S contains an idempotent e of rank k^m, then He~Sfk.
Proof, a. Let s be an element of rank k. For all ueU, mod (sw) = mod is) and by w-transitivity, there exist u e U such that range isu) is a set of representatives for mod isu) = mod is), thus by Lemma 1.12, rieisu)) = k. Hence we may assume that s is an idempotent. Now, by w-transitivity there exists ue Uso that range isu)=A, then u~1su is the required idempotent. b. Let s be an element of rank k. By w-transitivity, there exists ue U such that su is null. Thus we may assume s is null. Let range (j)={ix, i2, • • •> 4} and mod is) ={AX, A2,..., Ak}. Since k<n, at least one of the /!¡'s, say Ax, has cardinality > 1. Pick ue U such that i,.u e A¡ for j-l, 2,..., k-1 and ik.u e Ax. Then rüsu)2) = k-\.
c. Without loss of generality, let range (e) = {l, 2,..., k} = Dk. By ^-transitivity, for all a e Sfk, there exists ue U such that u\Dk = a, thus eue\Dk = a. Now, since u permutes range (e), i.e =j.e iff /(ewe) =jieue). Thus mod {eue) = mod (e) and clearly range (e) = range (ewe). Thus ieue)Jte in FS(Y) and so ieue)3#'e in S. Hence He~yk. This proves the lemma.
Corollary
(of Lemma 1.25). IfiX, U) is m-transitive and S contains an element of rank kSm, then all elements of rank k are /-equivalent and the /-class consisting of all elements of rank k is regular.
Proof. Let s and t be regular elements of rank k (these exist by Lemma 1.25). By the proof of the lemma, there exists ue U such that mod (.«/) = mod is) and range (jh) = range (r). Thus s 0t isu) in FK(Y) and isu) ¡£ t in FB(Y). Hence by Proposition 6.2 of [11] , s 9i isu) and isu) 3? t in S and thus s / t. The last assertion is clear. This proves the corollary.
We proceed with the proof of the theorem. By Lemma 1.25, S contains idempotents of all ranks i&k+l and G¡~^ for i ;£ k +1. Furthermore, by Corollary 1.26, there is a unique /"-class of rank /, for iúk+l.
(X, U) is 2A:-transitive and hence 2-transitive, thus (ax -1S)|G is irreducible and so, by 1.17, ax-1 is irreducible. Let/= apex (ax -1), then by the ^-minimality of j} r(J) = 2 and / is in fact the unique /"-class of S of rank 2. Let G be a maximal subgroup of S contained in J, then G = G2~Z2 and (ax -l)|G2 = xá2> thus by Fact 2.14 of [14] , (xG2)xá«i-l, and since ax -\ is irreducible, (xê)~ = ax-l. In particular deg(xâ2)~ mn-l = thus (1) holds for i=l.
We proceed by induction on i. Assume (1) Proof. Since the character pk depends only on the permutation parts of the mappings involved, we may consider (Y.e, e Se) instead of (Y, S), where e is the identity of Gk + X. Thus we may assume, without loss of generality, that k = n-\ and so Gk + X = U~S?n. Now, in computing the character pn-x\u we may replace the standard action of U on Vn_x by the action of U on Fn_i by v¡.u = sgn (w)uiu (since if m = X-{m}, ivm)u=\vm om.u = m and A=sgn (t/|"-,) = sgn («)). Thus the corollary follows from Lemma 1.27. Further, by the definition of Vk (see the proof of Fact 1.22), for every element s of rank ^k, <pkis) = XGkiRMJlc)is) and for every element s of rank <k, <pfc(s) =Xak(RMj)(s)=0. This proves the lemma.
1.31. Lemma. Let J be a regular /-class of S, P~Jt\G, A, B, C). Let <p e IRR (G) and suppose the rows ofcp*iC) are linearly independent. Let e = e2 e S such that J<Je, then eJe is a regular /-class of e S e and if C is the structure matrix ofeJe, then the rows of C are linearly independent.
Proof. It is easy to verify that e J e is a regular ,/-class. Without loss of generality assume that RM,ie) fixes the first i rows and LMjie) fixes the first j columns of C. Then C = C" where C is ixj. Thus, if deg fa) = «J, <p*(C) is the mixmj submatrix at the upperleft corner of <p*(C). Now, by hypothesis, the first m/rows of <p*(C) are linearly independent, thus the first mi rows of [<f>*(ÄM/)(e)]f*(C) are linearly independent. Thus by the linked equation (7.2.14(d) of [8] ) the first mi rows of <p*(C)[«p*(LAf,)(e)] are linearly independent. But the last m\A\ -mj columns of <p*(C)[<p*(LM,)(e)] are multiples of the first mj columns, thus it follows easily that the rows of <p(C') are linearly independent. Q.E.D.
We can now complete the proof of the theorem. We claim that ixai)ai+1=x{2'1'~1)-We know that ixéM+1^dot+1 and, by Corollary 1.28, ipd^^xWi'^+X^P-ÍX¿i)~\g1+1 is not null. Assume ixGt)ai + 1=Xi1+i1), then if e is the identity element of G<.+ i, then, in e S e, the representation determined by the alternating character on a maximal subgroup G of e J¡ e is one dimensional. Thus if C is the structure matrix of eJi e, C' = xaiC) has row-rank 1. But this is clearly impossible. (By permuting rows and columns if necessary, assume C'(l, 1)^0. Then since Gi + x~S^+1, and since the JS?-classes are coded by /-subsets of Y, as in 1.30, there exists / such that C'ii, 1) = 0. Further, since eJk + x e is regular, the /th row of C is not identically zero. Thus the first and the last rows of C are linearly independent.) Thus, if the is not a constituent of (vâ)Gi+1. Hence, our assumption is wrong and the claim is proved.
Thus ( Proof. Since (X, U) = (X,SÇ), yC-' + i.i'"1) is irreducible for all iün; thus the proof of (1) goes through for all i fin.
We note that the partitions corresponding to (xêJT and (xG"_fc + 1P are conjugate. This indicates that there might be some kind of duality between characters whose apexes have rank k and those whose apexes have rank n -k+l.
1.33. Fact. If(X, U) = (X, ¿^n), then S has no irreducible representation of degree r, l<r<n-l.
In particular FR(X) has no irreducible representation of degree r, 1 <r<«-l.
Proof. For «^4, the result follows by direct verification, so assume «>4. Let <p be an irreducible representation of S of degree r, 1 < r < « -1, and let J= apex (<p) and G a maximal subgroup of S contained in J. Then <p\ v is a representation of Sr°n of degree r. But, for n > 4, £fn has no irreducible representations of degree r, 1 < r <« -1 (see [3, p. 466]), and only two irreducible representations of degree 1, namely 1 and Xa"'-Thus <p|rj is a direct sum of copies of 1 and x<ln> and so kernel (<p\v)2An. Now, by Lemma 1.25 and Corollary 1.26, the .SP-classes of J are coded by the subsets of X having cardinality k = r(J) and the structure matrix C of J contains a 2 x 2 submatrix of the form (J °) where x^O. Let Ct, C¿ be the columns of C containing (*) and (°) respectively, then the columns of (<psx)*(CiCJ) (QC, is the «7x2 matrix whose columns are C¡ and C¡) are linearly independent. Now, An acts transitively on the set of subsets of X of cardinality k, thus there is u e An such that RM}(u)Ci = C,. Hence restricted to the submodule of W generated by the columns of (<p^)*(C¡) and ((p^)*(C¡), u does not act as the identity (notation as in [14, (2.20) ]). Thus u $ kernel (<p\ v) which is a contradiction. Hence 51 has no irreducible representation of degree r, 1 < r < « -1.
1.34. Fact. Given (X, S), let <p be the representation carried by the submodule W={vx -vt; i-2, 3,..., «} of V=V(M).
Then <p is a y-homomorphism (i.e. one-to-one when restricted to each subgroup of S) and x(<p) = «i -1 • If, moreover, (X, U) is 2-transitive, then <p is irreducible and if'J=apex (<p) and G = G,, then Ma is 2-transitive.
Proof. W is clearly a submodule and by an elementary computation, x(<p)=oj -1. Let H be a subgroup of S, then M|w is faithful and thus MH is faithful. But MH is completely reducible, hence MH = <pH ® lH. Thus <p" and also <p\H is faithful and so y is a y-homomorphism.
If (X, U) is 2-transitive, then by the proof of Theorem 1.24, at -1 is irreducible. Furthermore, <pG = 9's' is irreducible, MG is a permutation representation, and MG = q>^ © 1G-Hence, by the converse of Frobenius' theorem, M0 is 2-transitive. If S contains all maps of rank 2, then ax -I is irreducible.
Proof. The set of all maps of rank 2 is a ./-class J2 of S and it is easy to see that S contains all constant maps and thus kernel (S) is the set of all constant maps. The conclusion of Corollary 1.36 holds if >S contains "sufficiently many" elements of rank 2. Making this statement precise is rather cumbersome and we leave it as an exercise to the reader.
1.37. Definition. Given (X, S) let the spectrum of S, Spec (S)={r: there exists se S such that r(s)=r<«}.
By Lemma 1.25, if (X, U) is fc-transitive and ,S contains an element of rank m, mfik, then {1,2,..., m} s Spec (S). It seems very difficult to get information about the spectrum under weaker assumptions about the group of units. One result we have is that if (X, U) is 2-primitive, then 2 e Spec (S). We proceed to prove this.
We need the following result on primitive permutation groups (see Wielandt [16, Theorem (8.1)]). Let (X, G) be a primitive permutation group and let 0 c Fc X. Then for any two distinct i, j e X, there exists geG such that i.g e Y and j.g$ Y.
1.38. Lemma. If(X, U) is primitive and s is a null element of rank k^2, then there exists ueU such that r((su)2) > 1. Thus any /-class of minimal rank > 1 is regular.
Proof. If r(s2)>l, we are done. Otherwise, let range (s)={ix, i2, ■ ■ -, ik} and mod (s) = {Ax, A2,..., Ak}. By the result quoted above, there exists u e £/such that ¿i.» e Ax and i2.u $ Ax. Thus not the whole range of su belongs to a single equivalence class of mod (su) = mod (s), and so r((su)2)> 1. The last assertion follows by Lemma 1.12.
1.39. Fact. Let (X, U) be 2-primitive and let S contain an element of rank k, l<k<n, then S contains an element of rank 2.
Proof. Let s be an element of minimal rank r> 1. If r=2, we are done. Otherwise, by Lemma 1.38 (or, alternatively, by Fact 1.34), we may assume that s is an idempotent. Let range (s )m{i1, i2,..., iT}, and mod (s)={Ax, A2,..., Ar}, i¡ e Aj, j= 1, 2,..., r. By hypothesis, Uh is primitive, thus by the result quoted above there exists ueU such that ix.u = ixe Ax, i2.ueAx and i3.u$Ax. Then 1 <riisu)2)<r, contradicting the minimality of r. This proves Fact 1.39.
The conclusion of 1.39 does not hold under the weaker hypothesis that (Y, U) is 2-transitive. In fact the "gap" between the minimal rank r, re Spec iS)-{1} and 1 may be arbitrarily large as is shown by the following construction, based on an idea of N. Ito. Proof. Let F=GF Íp2)=ZPir¡) where r¡ is a primitive element. Let Y=Fand U the group of affine transformations on F (i.e., transformation of the form x -> ax+b, a, b e F, a^O). (Y, U) is 2-transitive. Let j be a mapping of X into itself such that range (j)={0, 1,2,...,/?-l}and mod is)={A0, Ax,..., A"-x} with A¡={i, i+r¡, i+2r¡,..., i+ip-l)r¡}, /=0, 1,.. .,p-l.
Note that any power of s will have the same range and same partition. Let S-(.s, l/>. Now, the sets range is), Ai, /=0, 1,..., p-1, have the property that if x, y are any two elements of the set and y -x = d, then the set equals {x, x+d, x + 2d,..., x+ip-\)d}. Further, each element of U, being an affine transformation, maps arithmetic progressions in F into arithmetic progressions in F. Thus for any ux,u2eU
and any k>0 range iuxsku2) and the blocks of mod iuxsu2) have the above-mentioned property. Further, any element of S is a product of elements of the form uxsku2, and all elements of this form have rank p. Let tx, t2 be two elements of the above form. If range Qx) is a set of representatives for mod (?2) then r((/1r2)2)=/>, otherwise, there are distinct elements x, y e range itx) such that x, y e B where B e mod (r2). But |range itx)\ = \B\ =p and both range (?x) and B have the property that any two elements can be extended to an arithmetic progression exhausting the set. Thus range itx) = B and consequently r((«V2)2)=l. Thus for every element t of S of rank > 1, either t belongs to a maximal subgroup of rank/? or else t is null and rit2) = 1. This proves Fact 1.40.
Using Fact 1.39 we can get a sharper form of Theorem 1.24 for k = 2 as follows :
1.41. Theorem. Let (Y, U) be ^-transitive, then x=fa -l)fa-2)/2 -a2 is an irreducible character of S. Further, if J= apex ix) and G = Gj then MG is 3-transitive.
Proof, x vanishes for elements of rank =2. Thus if S does not contain an element of rank r, 2<r<n, then x=Xu~2'1,1) which is irreducible by Frobenius' theorem quoted above. Let S contain an element of rank r,2<r<n, then by Fact 1.39, S contains an element of rank 2, and if G2 is a maximal subgroup of rank 2, G2-Z2. Now, by the proof of Theorem 1.24, ixa2)~ = ai-1 ^2, and p2 has two constituents. Let <p be the other constituent then yfa) = axiax-l)/2-a2-iax-I) = fa-l)fa-2)/2-a2.
